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I.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE SCHOOL

The university I spent one semester abroad is called Universidad del Pacifico, also known as
UP in Lima. The university is relatively small and there are about 200 exchange students every
semester. The university is located in the district of Jesus Maria, a residential district for middle
class peruvians located next to the districts of Miraflores, San Isidro and Lince.
UP is a relatively new university with a modern look to it, also it is a very prestigious one. As you
will see this is an university solely for the upper class of Lima. There are security guards
anywhere and it is impossible to access university without proper identification of your student
card. The campus is basically a small outdoor square in the middle of the building where
students sell and promote things during the day. There are multiple buildings in which you might
find yourself, to eat or to study. Every building has a restaurant where you can eat ‘relatively’
cheap for around €2/3 during the morning, afternoon or evening. Especially the salad bar in the
business building is recommended for their huge portions and rooftop view of the city.
The main difference between Tilburg and Lima is that in Lima attendance in classes is
‘mandatory’. In other words, your participation grade will sometimes count for as much as 50%
or your final grade. You can miss some classes, but make sure to be there most of the time
because it's an easy way to pass your course.
II. Since university in Peru is not challenging compared to what we are used to in Tilburg, you
will find yourself with lots of time to enjoy the city of Lima. Especially if you can manage to cram
your courses in a couple days (which i recommend) you will have more opportunities to make
little travels of 3 or 4 days outside of Lima. However also in Lima there is a lot to do. The city of
Lima houses 11 million people and it is massive. The traffic is a complete nightmare with traffic
jams literally any hour of the day, therefore I strongly recommend to live at walking distance of
university in order to avoid spending hours every morning in public transport. Even though my
courses started at 11:30 the earliest, it is also possible to have courses that start at 7:30AM.
The most popular districts are Miraflores and Barranco. In Miraflores you can find most of the
tourist and its located on the coast. Here you can surf, get good food, party or just walk along
the long park which is on top of the cliffs. Barranco is the more artsy area where you can find
lots of graffiti, nice seafood restaurants and colonial architecture. Also here you can walk down
to the beach and catch some waves after or before class. You can rent equipment at one of the
local surf shops which will cost you only €5 for the whole day. Furthermore, there are lots of
musea, bars, monuments, etc. to visit in Lima. The city is so huge, after half a year I barely
scratched the surface of what there is to see.

